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EXPAND YOUR OUTREACH
BY ALYSSA SCHUELLER

MRG has partnered with Spotlight

'Connect with KB' is hosted by Kristin

The podcasts can be repurposed and

Podcasts to provide clients with a

Beltzer. Kristin has spent a lifetime

shared with your desired audience

modern platform to share your

connecting people and is bringing

through social media platforms and

stories, raise awareness, and promote

that talent and expertise to life in her

company-wide correspondence.

engagement.

daily podcast.

The podcast segments are available

Passionate about business, education,

51,933 listens. The show "Business Rap"

each month and lasts about 15-

leadership, and networking, Kristin's

via all Spreaker Platforms (iTunes,

minutes. Podcasts are recorded in

podcast is entertaining, engaging and

iHeartRadio, Spotify, etc.) has 3,472 plays

downtown Lansing and featured on

a unique platform for people to

and 14,998 downloads.

Spotlight Radio's 'Connect with KB'.

experience the journey of storytelling.

views on Facebook (Live & On-Demand).

Spotlight Radio Network has received

NEWSLTR

They have 20,153

NEWSLTR
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WHY POLL?
BY CHELSEA YI
Polling can be used to guide strategy, distribute to
your members, share with the legislature as part of
committee testimony, or generate earned media.

Some of our clients track public opinion on
important issues by polling the same questions
over time.

Interested in polling or survey research?

MRG will work with you to get the best results
from polling data.

PUBLIC RELATIONS HOW MRG CAN HELP
As an experienced, aggressive firm, MRG takes a versatile approach using traditional and
evolving media platforms for maximum impact. We work behind the scenes to tell your story and
provide the media with the resources and facts they need to keep the public informed.

Our team members have generated numerous
placements, feature articles, photographs, live
TV and radio interviews, talk show and guest
appearances and much more.

We take our experience to digital platforms,
where our ability to run highly targeted ad
campaigns has become the most efficient and
effective way to communicate to your desired
demographics.

Looking to receive media training?
We provide that too!
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FLIPPITYFLOP AND A
{TROPHY}
ON TOP

Autumn referred back to the original

Kewpee's nostalgic environment

recipe for their famous olive burger

keeps loyal customers returning.

and added her crumble twist before
serving it to him.

Providing a loving and supportive
environment for everyone is

It was no surprise that he found this

important to Autumn.

to be the best burger he had ever
tasted. Autumn received the call

She hopes to pass these qualities

earlier this year that he couldn’t

down to her nephew who has

stop thinking about that burger.

joined the family business as the
5th generation Weston to work at

BY ALYSSA SCHUELLER

He requested that they enter her

Kewpee’s.

burger in the South Beach Wine and
Food Festival in Miami, Florida.

Tucked away on South Washington
Square in downtown Lansing sits a

The 97-year old family recipe,

quaint little diner called Weston’s

created by her great-grandmother

Kewpee.

and twisted to perfection by Autumn
took home the trophy and national

This family-owned and operated gem

award.

has been feeding the masses since
1923, serving everything from soups

"Unreal,” answered Autumn when

and salads to award-winning burgers.

asked about how she felt after they

Being kind
and good food goes
a long way.

announced her burger the winner.
Weston’s Kewpee is currently owned

“Winning the competition is still

by 4th generation Weston owner,

sinking in.”

—

AUTUMN

WESTON

Autumn Weston. Growing up she
would watch Chef Rev Run and Rachel
Ray on television.

What is the secret to Kewpee’s
success?

She never imagined one day she would
be on stage with them being

“It’s all about family,” said Autumn.

congratulated on winning a national

“We are blessed with amazing

award with her own Crumble Olive

customers and employees here at

Burger.

Kewpee’s.”

Late last year, Kewpee’s was visited by
a Burger Critic who had caught word

Follow Weston's Kewpee

of a delicious olive burger served in

Facebook @Kewpeedoll1923

downtown Lansing.

Instagram @westonskewpees
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POLLING
MRG Senior Advisor, Tom Shields talked
with Michigan Radio program 'Stateside'
about adjustments that will be made for
2020 polling.

These adjustments will be based on the
surprises from the 2016 results, taking
into consideration education levels, race,
and typical non-voters who may turn up in
2020 similar to the 2016 election.

#LeadLikeAWoman
Jenell Leonard was highlighted by
Michigan Athena for their "Lead Like A
Woman" campaign.

"The trail-blazers that came before me
make it possible to be one of the only
woman-owned public relations firms in
Lansing." - Jenell Leonard, Owner of MRG

CONNECT WITH KB
Jenell Leonard discussed balancing a
full-household with a growing career
with Kristin Beltzer on the Spotlight
Media Studios show 'Connect with KB'.
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A NOTE FROM
JENELL
BY JENELL LEONARD
Integrity. Collaboration. Results. These are the three pillars we
at MRG are committed to when it comes to working with our
clients.

Integrity. Being the same in public as you are behind closed
doors. The MRG team is committed to our clients - meeting
their needs and exceeding their expectations.

The commitment and passion we have when we pitch our
services to a potential client is the same level of commitment
and passion we maintain throughout the lifetime of our client
relationship.

Integrity, Collaboration, Results.
These are the three pillars we at
MRG are committed to when it
comes to working with our clients.
—

JENELL

LEONARD

Collaboration. Every client is different. Different needs. Different approaches. Different skills and services.
Collaboration is critical when it comes to developing effective strategies and strengthening relationships with our
clients. The MRG team is committed to client collaboration to ensuring the ultimate success of your goals.

Results. MRG is a results-driven firm. When our clients are happy, we are happy. Results are achieved when there is
open, honest communication. The MRG team takes pride in ensuring an open-door policy with our clients where
transparency is critical to providing quality results.

Whether you are a past client, current client, or a future client, the MRG team is committed to your success. We
look forward to utilizing our services and networks to achieve incredible results for your organization.

Jenell Leonard
Owner, MRG, LLC
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